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Application of microarrays to the analysis of the
inactivation status of human X-linked genes
expressed in lymphocytes
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Dosage compensation in mammalian females is achieved by the random inactivation of one X chromosome
early in development; however, inactivation is not complete. In addition to a majority of pseudoautosomal
loci, there are genes that are expressed from both the active and the inactive X chromosomes, and which
are interspersed among other genes subject to regular dosage compensation. The patterns of X-linked
gene expression in different tissues are of great significance for interpreting their impact on sex differences
in development. We have examined the suitability and sensitivity of a microarray approach for determining
the inactivation status of X-linked genes. Biotinylated cRNA from six female and six male lymphocyte
samples were hybridised to Affymetrix HG-U133A microarrays. A total of 36 X-linked targets detected
significantly higher levels of female transcripts, suggesting that these corresponded to sequences from loci
that escaped, at least partly, from inactivation. These included genes for which previous experimental
evidence, or circumstantial evidence, existed for their escape, and some novel candidates. Six of the targets
were represented by more than one probe set, which gave independent support for the conclusions reached.
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Introduction
Dosage compensation in mammalian females is achieved

by the inactivation of one X chromosome early in

development leading to the equality of X-linked gene

products between male and female cells.1 Not all X-linked

genes are inactivated. Most loci in the pseudoautosomal

regions on the tips of the long and short arms are active;

there are, in addition, genes interspersed throughout the

remainder of the chromosome that are expressed from

both the active and, at varying levels, the inactive

chromosomes.2 – 4 Some estimates indicate that 10–20%

of X-linked genes escape inactivation, with the majority

located on Xp. Some of these have Y homologues, but

many do not.5,6 Furthermore, there may be other genes on

the X chromosome which are differentially imprinted, that

is, selectively silenced, depending on their parent of

origin.7 Loci escaping inactivation appear to be found

both in clusters and in isolation.8,9 The patterns of X-

linked gene expression in different tissues and, in parti-

cular, different regions of the brain are of great significance

for interpreting their impact on behavioural sex differ-

ences. Due to the paucity of current data, determination of

the inactivation status of additional genes remains critical

for the formulation and resolution of rival theories

concerning the nature and spread of the inactivation

process.

An efficient means of determining the activity of an X-

linked gene is via the analysis of mouse–human somatic

cell hybrids retaining only the inactive human X chromo-

some in a rodent background.5 As inactivation is effected at
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the level of transcription, detection of human-specific

transcripts by RT-PCR is suggestive of an escape from

inactivation. Inactivation can be confirmed by quantita-

tion of the relevant transcripts from XO, XX, XXX or

XXXX human cell lines.9,10 Other strategies are possible

including observations on tissues, or cell lines, from

females with skewed inactivation and we have previously

presented an independent RT-PCR-based approach exam-

ining transcribed polymorphisms using cDNA from cloned

human cell lines.11

Although much useful data have been generated by the

above techniques, they are labour intensive and/or gen-

erally applicable only to a restricted number of loci. The

majority of available data reflects inactivation status in

established cell lines or somatic cell hybrids, and thus may

not reflect the situation in vivo. Recourse to microarray

‘chip technology’ enables the screening of all X-linked

genes for which sufficient sequence data are available. We

have therefore investigated the potential of this system

employing commercially available microarrays to assess

quantitatively the comparative expression of X-linked

genes in female lymphocytes to that in males. Sudbrak

et al12 were the first to demonstrate the value of the

microarray approach in such studies, employing X-linked

EST clone inserts to interrogate transcripts from lympho-

blastoid cell lines.

Materials and methods
Lymphocytes, RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis

Six male and six female volunteers provided 20 ml blood

samples and lymphocytes were isolated using Lymphoprep

(Axis-Shield-PoC AS, Oslo). Total RNA was isolated subse-

quently with RNA-Bee (AMS Biotechnology). RNA was

treated with DNase I (Qiagen, Crawley, UK) to avoid DNA

contamination. The quality and purity of total RNA was

assayed in a 2% agarose gel and the recovery was calculated

after measuring absorbance with a spectrophotometer at

260 nm.

Biotin labelled cRNA was prepared from 5mg of each total

RNA, employing the manufacturer’s reagents and protocols

with the experiments being conducted in Affymetrix

Laboratories, High Wycombe, England. cRNA products

were subjected to quality control steps as follows: after

spectrophotometric quantification they were hybridised to

‘Test 3 arrays’ providing information on 30 compared to 50

signal ratios for the human housekeeping genes. Each

sample was hybridised to a single HG-U133A chip and

processed using the standard protocol EukGE-WS2v4. The

12 chips were all scanned with the same scanner. Quality

indicators from these hybridisations are summarised in

Table 1. On this basis, it was decided to eliminate female

sample 3 and, to balance the numbers of male and female

samples, male 7 was also excluded. In the remaining 10

samples, the range of scale factors was 0.85–2.1. The

intensities were analysed with the Affymetrix Microarray

Suite (MAS) version 5.0 ‘statistical algorithm’, and the

resulting signal values were scaled to give a trimmed mean

of 100 for each chip. These values were then imported into

the Affymetrix Data mining tool and also the R statistical

environment. The HG-U133A microarray displays se-

quences corresponding to approximately 18 400 different

transcripts and 14 500 known genes, of which 772 are

known X chromosome probe sets. Male and female samples

were tested for difference using the Mann–Whitney test.

Results
Employing the Mann–Whitney test provided with the

Affymetrix Data Mining Tool, a total of 36 probes with a

female to male ratio above 1 (Po0.05) were identified.

Although this two-tailed nonparametric test is not cor-

rected for multiple testing, it is otherwise extremely

conservative. The overall female/male ratio for all se-

quences represented, based on five microarrays for each

Table 1 Quality control data for the 12 cRNA samples

Sample cRNA yield (mg) Scale factor Background Noise No. present (%) GAPDH Actin

1 28.8 0.854 110.28 9.68 37.7 1 1.12
2 43.44 1.288 68.59 3.63 40 0.91 1.2
3 8.96 3.913 57.94 2.19 27.40 1.33 3.06
4 29.08 1.1 60.54 2.82 43.60 0.94 1.13
5 21.76 1.215 64.03 3.47 41.10 0.88 1.17
6 13.2 1.561 65.06 3.78 40.20 1.14 1.2
7 17.16 1.87 71.98 3.9 34 1.1 1.68
8 52.4 1.036 38.37 3.43 46.30 1.1 1.1
9 56.4 1.037 101.16 4.7 42.10 0.99 1.1
10 48.72 1.7 87.37 4.61 40.10 0.94 1.1
11 29.2 1.216 91.13 7.65 36.80 0.95 0.9
12 16.56 2.1 60.41 2.95 33.30 1.1 1.7

Quality control parameters are as follows: GAPDH and actin refer to the ratios of 30/50 representation of cRNA sequences obtained following
amplification.
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sex, was 0.91. As an additional check on the validity of the

identification process, means and standard deviations were

calculated for the standardised signal outputs for the five

female and five male samples for loci identified as giving

significantly higher female:male ratios. These data together

with information on chromosomal location (in Mb from

Xpter) and probe derivation (Unigene accession details) are

provided in Table 2. All probe sets represented on the

microarray are listed and those with significant values are

in bold.

Examination of those loci having evidence of escape

from inactivation revealed four classes. The first is

represented by genes with well-established records as

escapees, the second by those for which previous weak or

preliminary evidence for their escape is available, the third

by loci for which previous evidence suggested normal

inactivation and the fourth by candidates with no previous

information available concerning their inactivation status.

Loci with substantial pre-existing data supporting
their escape from inactivation
X-linked genes that have active Y homologues

These are discussed sequentially in reported cytogenetic

(Xpter–Xqter) order below.

Zinc-finger protein, X-linked, ZFX, (Xp22.2–p21.3) has a

similar gene organisation and transcription profile to that

of ZFY and escapes X inactivation.9,12 – 15

DEAD/H Box 3, X-linked, DDX3, (Xp11.3–p11.23) is one

of a group of five X-linked loci with Y homologues in the

nonpseudoautosomal region, which escape inactiva-

tion.16,17

Ubiquitously transcribed tetratricopeptide repeat gene

on X chromosome, UTX, (Xp11.2) is homologous to the

murine X-linked locus Utx. Both are reported to escape

inactivation.18,19 Carrel et al5 observed the expression of

UTX from inactive X chromosomes in all six hybrid cell

lines tested. (see: http://genetics.gene.cwru.edu/willard/

data/xin/genesurvey-all.xls for information on hybrid

analysis).

X-linked genes that have inactive Y homologues

Arylsulphatase C, ARSC2, comprises two microsomal

isoenzyme forms, s and f, with distinct transcripts. The

coding sequences for both are localised at Xpter–p22.32,

close to PAR1 and escape partially from inactivation.20 The

extent to which the locus escapes inactivation may vary in

different tissues with an overall ratio of female to male

activity of 1.6, and ratios for peripheral blood white cells

being particularly low.21 In the current examination, we

obtained weak evidence for its escape from inactivation

with one probe set indicating a female to male ratio of 1.33

with a P-value of 0.075.

X-linked genes with existing evidence for escape from
inactivation and that have no Y homologues

X-linked loci escaping inactivation for which there are no

apparent Y-linked homologues are represented in Table 2

by the eight loci detailed below. The eukaryotic translation

initiation factor 2, gamma, EIF2S3, (Xp22.2–p22.1) unlike

the mouse locus, apparently does not have a Y homologue;

nevertheless, it appears to escape inactivation.22,23,5 Sedlin,

SEDL, (Xp22.2–p22.1), which is mutated in spondyloepi-

physeal dysplasia tarda, also escapes inactivation along

with its closest flanking partners.24 Carrel et al5 reported its

expression in all nine inactive-X-only hybrids tested. A

similar result was reported for the gene encoding the

cofactor required for SP1 transcriptional activation, sub-

unit 2, CRSP2, (Xp11.4–p11.2), also referred to as

TRAP170.25,26 Ubiquilin 2, UBQLN2, was localised to

Xp11.23–p11.1 by Kaye et al27 and reported by Carrel

et al5 to escape from inactivation in two of nine hybrid cell

lines. Another gene, structural maintenance of chromo-

somes 1-like, SMC1L1 is localised to a similar region

(Xp11.22–p11.21) and reported to escape inactivation.5

On the long arm, the locus for armadillo repeat protein,

ALEX2, (Xq21.33–q22.2) was found to escape inactivation

in two of nine somatic cell hybrids tested.5 Also located on

the long arm (Xq22) is the locus for collagen, type IV,

alpha-6, COL4A6, which is mutated in some patients with

Alport’s syndrome.28,29 Higher female expression for

COL4A6 was detected in two probe sets in the current

analysis and it was found to escape inactivation in three of

nine somatic hybrids examined by Carrel et al5 The same

approach suggests that the Homo sapiens hypothetical

protein, FLJ21174, localised to Xq22.1, escapes inactiva-

tion in some (two of nine) hybrid backgrounds.

Loci with existing weak, conflicting or circumstantial
evidence for escapee status

Montini et al30.identified a human cDNA, subsequently

attributed to the locus, Sex comb on midleg, Drosophila,

homologue-like 2, SCML2. Although Carrel et al5 failed to

detect significant expression in the hybrid system, it is a

possible escapee candidate by virtue of its chromosomal

localisation at Xp22 in a region containing the MIC2 gene

family and the sulphatase gene cluster. A similar argument

applies to the gene encoding transducin-beta-like 1, X-

linked, TBL1X, located in Xp22.3.31 The Chloride channel

4, CLCN4, locus is also located at Xp22.3.32 Interestingly,

in Mus spretus the locus is X-linked, but autosomal

(chromosome 7) in C57BL/J6, suggesting a recent evolu-

tionary X rearrangement close to the pseudoautosomal

boundary consistent with the gene’s possible escapee

status. The Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor 6,

ARHGEF6, has been identified at the X breakpoint in a

mother and son having an apparently balanced X:21

translocation (tXq26:21p11). Notably, wild-type mRNA

for the locus was detected in the mother, consistent with
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Table 2 Comparison of male/female ratios of expression

Female Male

Probeset Unigene Gene symbol Location Mean SD Mean SD P-value F/M ratio

203769_s_at Hs.79876 STS(ARAS) 6.60 41 4.06 31 11.68 0.075 1.33
203768_s_at STS(ARAS) 6.60 38 10.44 34 5.66 0.619 1.11
203767_s_at STS(ARAS) 6.60 39 6.84 40 7.80 0.921 0.97

201867_s_at Hs.76536 TBL1 9.03 105 12.31 87 6.95 0.044 1.21
213400_s_at TBL1 9.03 185 17.29 194 45.95 0.484 0.95
201868_s_at TBL1 9.03 47 5.86 34 25.58 0.619 1.38
201869_s_at TBL1 9.03 51 21.42 57 38.38 0.766 0.89
213401_s_at TBL1 9.03 19 4.83 18 14.57 1.000 1.04

205148_s_at Hs.199250 CLCN4 9.54 22 18.48 6 1.79 0.024 3.74

219351_at HSSEDL6 SEDL 13.09 189 12.97 134 35.48 0.024 1.41

208174_x_at Hs.171909 U2AF1RS2 15.17 181 35.11 131 39.66 0.044 1.38
213876_x_at U2AF1RS2 15.17 165 30.37 136 28.22 0.123 1.22

220873_at Hs.283049 PRO0386 16.51 36 5.03 28 7.32 0.044 1.28

206147_x_at Hs.171558 SCML2 17.62 75 11.14 43 7.14 0.004 1.75

205321_at Hs.211539 EIF2S3 23.43 298 80.92 182 53.00 0.024 1.63

214678_x_at Hs.2074 ZFX 23.55 57 15.39 21 10.72 0.004 2.74
207920_x_at ZFX 23.55 49 7.87 32 14.00 0.044 1.54
217176_s_at ZFX 23.55 18 5.68 11 4.48 0.044 1.74

203923_s_at Hs.88974 CGD 36.67 589 89.23 475 49.09 0.044 1.24
217431_x_at CGD 36.67 17 7.03 22 4.09 0.075 0.78
203922_s_at CGD 36.67 315 46.00 309 68.43 0.619 1.02

218251_at Hs.296433 STRAIT11499 37.59 162 9.75 104 11.43 0.004 1.56

202611_s_at Hs.21586 CRSP2 39.54 47 7.94 27 14.73 0.012 1.77
215167_at CRSP2 39.54 55 17.79 27 14.42 0.044 2.04
202610_s_at CRSP2 39.54 65 22.23 55 14.88 0.361 1.19
202612_s_at CRSP2 39.54 17 10.62 17 6.29 0.619 1.02
217120_s_at CRSP2 39.54 51 17.37 55 26.01 0.921 0.93

201210_at Hs.147916 DDX3 40.22 928 94.00 647 118.19 0.004 1.43
212514_x_ DDX3 40.22 209 22.25 124 41.63 0.004 1.68
212515_s_at DDX3 40.22 364 48.92 205 102.26 0.024 1.78
201211_s_at DDX3 40.22 105 35.22 77 18.94 0.123 1.37
207617_at DDX3 40.22 12 6.69 8 6.20 0.365 1.42

203990_s_at Hs.13980 UTX 43.78 65 6.78 44 5.86 0.004 1.48
203992_s_at UTX 43.78 116 11.35 65 14.77 0.004 1.78
203991_s_at UTX 43.78 51 9.41 29 14.19 0.024 1.74

213200_at Hs.75667 SYP 48.07 32 14.13 10 3.17 0.012 3.13
217349_s_at SYP 48.07 18 12.05 16 5.37 0.921 1.14

207739_s_at Hs.278444 GAGE5 48.24 20 5.13 14 4.23 0.044 1.43

201589_at Hs.211602 SMC1L1 53.37 291 27.50 194 37.19 0.004 1.50

215884_s_at Hs.4552 UBQLN2 55.56 324 38.48 269 44.09 0.044 1.21

212727_at Hs.11101 KIAA1232 68.43 65 17.00 42 16.40 0.044 1.53
212729_at KIAA1232 68.43 63 16.53 56 10.58 0.365 1.14
212728_at KIAA1232 68.43 10 1.82 10 1.77 0.615 0.97

219650_at Hs.89306 FLJ20105 70.29 8 3.41 4 1.77 0.024 2.26
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her normal phenotype,33,34 which is contrary to the

normal expectation that genes on the intact X in

translocation carrier females are inactive. Somatic cell

hybrid studies, nevertheless, suggest that ARHGEF6 is

normally inactivated. In our analysis, the observed

female/male ratio (1.11) suggested only very partial escape,

but with a highly significant P-value (0.004). SRY-related

HMG-box gene 3, SOX3, (Xq26–q27) is homologous to the

SRY locus on the Y chromosome and its conservation in

marsupials suggests that SOX3 represents the ancestral

gene from which SRY was derived; it may therefore have an

unusual inactivation profile.35,36

208859_s_at Hs.96264 ATRX 75.52 135 49.24 85 16.63 0.044 1.59
208860_s_at ATRX 75.52 131 35.33 101 22.84 0.187 1.30
208861_s_at ATRX 75.52 239 17.15 201 64.62 0.187 1.19
211022_s_at ATRX 75.52 43 13.74 37 13.91 0.266 1.18

214615_at Hs.296433 P2Y10 76.96 44 5.87 34 6.42 0.044 1.29

216809_at Hs.307358 CYLC1 81.89 52 10.37 38 7.28 0.024 1.38
216779_at CYLC1 81.89 34 9.02 46 11.31 0.044 0.73
216778_s_at CYLC1 81.89 11 2.48 13 12.54 0.841 0.91

201132_at Hs.278857 HNRPH2 99.43 236 32.35 168 23.13 0.004 1.40

203404_at Hs.48924 ALEX2 99.58 43 9.05 28 14.29 0.075 1.55

211276_at Hs.17481 my048 100.05 13 2.81 6 2.16 0.004 1.99

219335_at Hs.119699 FLJ12969 100.53 58 10.36 39 5.41 0.004 1.49

202371_at Hs.194329 FLJ21174 101.50 66 9.70 46 13.14 0.024 1.45

210945_at Hs.408 COL4A6 106.17 20 2.21 12 5.32 0.024 1.67
213115_at COL4A6 106.17 87 9.90 109 16.98 0.024 0.80
213992_at COL4A6 106.17 46 10.04 37 17.53 0.619 1.22
217343_at COL4A6 106.17 13 4.55 13 4.68 0.921 1.02

212414_s_at Hs.90998 SEPT6 117.40 480 61.15 321 83.46 0.004 1.50
214298_x_at SEPT6 117.40 223 42.46 154 27.87 0.024 1.45
212413_at SEPT6 117.40 143 21.84 113 12.75 0.044 1.26
213666_at SEPT6 117.40 131 42.97 98 22.70 0.123 1.34
212415_at SEPT6 117.40 216 54.71 164 53.08 0.187 1.32

218499_at Hs.23643 MST4 129.76 279 52.41 210 52.35 0.044 1.33

218668_s_at Hs.225979 LOC57826 129.95 130 15.25 90 25.00 0.024 1.45
218669_at LOC57826 129.95 149 9.54 152 41.97 0.619 0.98

219626_at Hs.24078 FLJ12649 134.00 89 19.54 49 19.39 0.012 1.79

209539_at Hs.79307 ARHGEF6 134.46 321 23.43 289 10.34 0.004 1.11

214633_at Hs.157429 SOX3 138.29 23 7.95 7 4.12 0.012 3.38

216592_at Hs.247705 MAGEC1 139.69 13 4.04 5 1.73 0.012 2.73
206609_at MAGEC1 139.69 26 7.72 22 9.59 0.766 1.18

206216_at Hs.104865 STK23 151.51 64 10.67 34 17.49 0.024 1.86

Expression level data for recognised X-linked genes are detected in the screen for X loci escaping inactivation. Where multiple probe sets correspond to
a given locus, values indicating those with significantly higher female expression are in bold. Male and female values represent the mean of five
observations. SD¼ standard deviation and F/M ratio¼mean female expression/mean male expression. The values presented are expressed relative to
an arbitrary target intensity (TGT) of 100, averaging data across the whole microarray. The P-values represent the probability of observing the
observed deviation from equality of male– female expression by chance. Locations are given in Mb from Xpter. (Note the pter–qter order may differ
from those derived from reported cytogenetic positions).

Table 2 continued

Female Male

Probeset Unigene Gene symbol Location Mean SD Mean SD P-value F/M ratio
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Loci for which previous evidence suggested normal
inactivation

Earlier reports concerning the following loci detected in

our current screen failed to provide evidence of significant

escape from inactivation: chronic granulomatous disease,

CGD, (Xp21.1),37,38.alpha thalassemia/mental retardation

syndrome, X-linked, ATRX, (Xq13), which results from

mutations in the helicase 2/RAD54 gene5,39,40 and septin 6,

SEPT6.5 Ste20-like kinase, MST4, (Xq26) also appeared to be

regularly inactivated in studies on X-only-somatic cell

hybrids.41

Established loci lacking evidence either for, or against,
inactivation

These include U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein auxili-

ary factor, small subunit 2, U2AF1RS2, (Xp22.1) a human

homologue of the imprinted mouse gene U2af1rs1,42

synaptophysin, SYP, (Xp11.23–p11.22) heterogeneous ri-

bonuclear protein H2, HNRPH2, (Xq22), cylicin 1, CYCL1,

(Xq21.1), the melanoma antigen – family C, MAGEC1,

(Xp26) and the serine/threonine kinase 23, STK23, (Xq28).

Finally, there are several poorly characterised X-linked

loci, which have been identified in this screen as potential

escapees. These are: the loci encoding the Homo sapiens

hypothetical proteins, PRO0386, (Xp22.31); STRAIT 11499,

(Xp11.4); G antigen 5, GAGE5/7, (Xp11.4–p11.2);

FLJ20105, (Xq12); the putative purinergic receptor,

P2Y10, (Xq21.1); FLJ2969, (Xq22.1–q22.3); the brain

my048 protein, locus also at Xq22.1–q22.3; the Homo

sapiens hypothetical proteins, LOC5726, at (Xq25) and

FLJ12649, (Xq26.3) and the Homo sapiens protein,

KIAA1232, for which no subregional localisation has been

reported.

(Unigene accession numbers for these and other loci

without literature references are provided in Table 2).

Discussion
Two of the most common previously employed strategies

to assess inactivation status are to analyse methylation

profiles at, or adjacent to, the locus of interest and to

examine the expression of transcripts from the inactive X

chromosome isolated in somatic cell hybrids employing

RT-PCR. The former is based on the assumption that

methylation is associated with inactive status, but does not

assay expression directly and cannot provide information

on the extent to which loci might escape the inactivation

process. The latter is highly adaptable; however, it can only

relate to the inactivation status in a cultured somatic cell

hybrid background.2,5,6 Various attempts to overcome both

of these limitations have been made. The recent avail-

ability of reliable microarray technology provides a power-

ful approach to examine transcription profiles and

advances in both the preparation of arrays and in the

software available for the analysis of signal intensity, have

brought the realistic possibility of detecting fractional

rather than fold differences in expression. This in turn

provides an opportunity to examine subtle sex differences

in gene expression and, in this investigation, we have

analysed the relative expression of X-linked loci to evaluate

the potential of the approach to investigate inactivation

status.

The selection of lymphocytes as the tissue of choice was

dictated by ease of access and in lymphoblastoid cell lines

derived from them, about 50% of the 5184 genes

represented on the microarrays used in one study were

expressed at sufficient levels for analysis.43 Although such

expression studies indicated some natural variation in

human gene expression, with some familial aggregation –

suggesting the existence of high and low expressing alleles

– our investigations reported only results for which there

were consistent patterns of expression differentials be-

tween the five male and female replicates. Although

possible cross-hybridisation to Y-related sequences may be

difficult formally to eliminate in some cases (and would in

any case tend to reduce female/male ratios), the detection

of loci for which there was previous evidence of their

escapee status and for which no Y homologues have been

reported supports the general potential of this approach.

Indeed, given the reproducibility of signals observed and

that in several examples the same loci have been identified

by more than one probe set, we have not attempted

replication by other techniques, which are not directly

comparable and unlikely to detect subtle differences in

expression levels; but rather have provided an overall

evaluation of the method’s potential by comparisons with

the extensive data already available in the literature.

Sudbrak et al,12 employed cDNAs bound to microarrays

to interrogate transcripts from lymphoblastoid lines. Their

overall pattern of observation was similar to those reported

here, with about 4% escapees – equally distributed between

short and long arms, and with many of the same loci being

identified. Clearly, the microarray approach will enable an

efficient strategy to obtain a better understanding of the

tissue and individual differences in inactivation profiles as

more studies are completed.

The results obtained in this investigation have been

extremely encouraging in that, of the 20 well-studied loci

which we identified as having significantly higher female

expression levels, 11 had previous supporting evidence for

their escape from inactivation and five had provisional, or

circumstantial, evidence. Only four characterised loci had

previous contrary evidence to the conclusions reached in

our study. The remaining loci, the majority of which

encoded hypothetical proteins, had no associated informa-

tion concerning their inactivation status.

We also examined the data for some genes that were not

detected in the screen for X loci escaping inactivation,

but for which previous data supported their inactivation

status as either escapees, or as normally inactivated.
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Unfortunately, two well-established escapee loci, MIC2

(cell surface antigen MIC2) and RPS4X (ribosomal protein

S4) were not represented on the microarray. PCTAIRE-1,

cdc2-related protein kinase (PCTK1) and ubiquitin-activat-

ing enzyme (UBE1) were represented and have previously

been reported as escaping inactivation5,6 although for the

latter there have been conflicting reports concerning its

inactivation status.4,44 Our data indicate that UBE1 is

expressed at significant levels in lymphocytes and that

there appears to be an excess of female transcripts (see

Table 3), which may reflect partial escape from inactiva-

tion. PCTK1 also shows a slight excess of female transcripts;

however, as for UBE1, the standard deviation intervals

overlap and the interpretation concerning their inactiva-

tion status remains tentative. In contrast, pyruvate dehy-

drogensae subunit A1, PDHA1, and the Duchenne

muscular dystrophy locus, DMD, are known to be regularly

inactivated and the ratios we observed for both were

consistent with a normal inactivation pattern.

Several loci detected in the screen had female: male

ratios of 42; however, these all had low absolute detection

levels viz ZFX, SYP, SOX3 and CLCN4 (with values c. o10)

and the data for these should be regarded as preliminary,

even though the reproducibility of their expression levels

in the two sexes was robust. Clearly, the number of loci for

which we have provisional information for their escape

from inactivation based on the microarray approach is

considerably below the 10–20% figure predicted from

some other studies.5,6 Among the factors contributing to

this discrepancy are that the reliability of any method

depends both on absolute expression levels and the extent

to which escape from inactivation occurs. Many loci

represented on the microarrays are expressed only at low

levels in lymphocytes and their inactivation profiles may

not be representative of other tissues. In addition, there

may be differences in patterns of inactivation between

lymphocytes and cell lines and somatic cell hybrids; the

latter, in particular, may not reflect the situation in vivo.

Naturally, there are also sex differences in expression for

non-X-linked genes. Four probesets gave female to male

signal ratios of o0.1: 206700_s_at, 205000_at, 201909_at,

and 204409_s_at. These have uncorrected t-test P-values

ranging from 0.0002 to 0.02 and they are all unique Y

chromosome transcripts. At the other extreme, one probe

set presents with a ratio of 410 and corresponds to

the HLA class II DRB4 gene with a common null allele,

for which all but two of the female subjects are homo-

zygous. These data indicate the general robustness of the

approach. Overall, employing the rudimentary criterion of

an uncorrected t-test P-value of 0.1, X chromosome

transcripts show a 3.2-fold excess for female to male high

expression, compared with a 2.4 excess for the genome as

a whole.

Overall, therefore, we believe that the approach de-

scribed here will have an important role in the investiga-

tion of inactivation patterns in a variety of tissues

including the brain and may lead to insights into possible

sex differences in behaviour that may result from such

dosage differentials.
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